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DEAR STUDENTS,

since 1 October 2017, Straubing has been a fully-fledged and fully integrated site of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and thus a university town. The TUM is a top international location for teaching and research, and a degree bearing its seal is undoubtedly something special. The specialisation in biotechnology and sustainability in particular offers great opportunities: both areas are promising fields of study that offer good career prospects, and not only from an ecological point of view. The topic of sustainability will play a central role in many sectors in the future, including the economy. Training these specialists in Straubing in the future is an exceedingly interesting prospect.

This brochure aims to provide you with key information for your studies in Straubing. Our city has an attractive range of sports, leisure and cultural activities. We are located in a scenic area that offers many opportunities and a high quality of life with an affordable cost of living. At a location like Straubing, students benefit from short distances and teaching in small groups. We want to work with you to develop Straubing as a place to study and to devise tailor-made offers for you as students. The promotion of the academic location within the city administration is the responsibility of the Office for Economic Development, and the staff there will be happy to assist you.

I wish you much pleasure and success in your studies.

Kind regards

Markus Pannermayr
Lord Mayor of the City of Straubing
DEAR STUDENTS,

welcome to the TUM Campus Straubing for Biotechnology and Sustainability!

Your choice for this study program was a good and wise decision. Renewable raw materials, renewable energies, bio-based raw materials and sustainable action are becoming increasingly important in society, politics and the economy. The reasons for this are obvious: oil, coal, natural gas and other fossil raw materials are becoming less and less. On the other hand, we are feeling the consequences of environmental destruction and pollution as well as emissions of harmful climate gases more and more clearly. In order to guarantee survival for our future generations, we must act now and make our lives more bio-based. The search for environmentally and climate-friendly sources of raw materials and energy plays a crucial role in this.

Here at the TUM Campus Straubing for Biotechnology and Sustainability, we have made this challenge our mission. Our work focuses on basic research and technological developments on renewable raw materials, biotechnology, renewable energies and the bioeconomy.

As new students, you will learn what needs to be done to manage our world more sustainably. As future bioeconomists, chemists or engineers, you can help your employers to make the company and its products and services more sustainable.

And where better to do that than in the region of renewable resources? In your midst lies Straubing, one of the youngest university towns in Germany. With its family atmosphere, its short distances and its attractive infrastructure, Straubing is a pleasant antipole to the anonymity of a big city.

I wish you a good start and successful studies.

Your
Cordt Zollfrank
Dean of the studies
Responsible for teaching at TUM Campus Straubing
THE TUM CAMPUS STRAUBING FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY AND SUSTAINABILITY

The Campus Straubing for Biotechnology and Sustainability is one of five major locations of TUM in Germany besides Munich, Garching, Weihenstephan and Heilbronn.

Following a decision by the Bavarian Parliament, the Technical University of Munich fully integrated Campus Straubing with effect from October 1, 2017, as an Integrative Research Center. Weihenstephan-Triesdorf University of Applied Sciences (HSWT) acts as a close cooperation partner.

Its focus on renewable raw materials, biotechnology and bioeconomy in research and teaching makes TUMCS unique. For this, new interdisciplinary degree programs will be established that nationwide are only offered by TUM in Straubing.

Currently, 23 professors work at Campus Straubing which expands its teaching capacities systematically and belongs to KoNaRo – Centre of Excellence for Renewable Resources. The goal is to expand the campus to more than 30 chairs and professorships.

The city of Straubing stands out as a place to study due to its short distances. The Straubing campus is within walking distance of the city centre where you will find a variety of cafés, pubs and leisure facilities.

www.cs.tum.de

THE EXPERTS FOR SUSTAINABILITY COME FROM STRAUBING

The exploitation of fossil resources, environmental degradation and the associated climate change will change our lives. This will force us to fundamentally rethink and change towards a sustainable way of life and economy. The search for environmentally and climate-friendly raw material and energy sources as well as sustainable economic forms plays an essential role.

Many companies see sustainable management as crucial to their future competitiveness. Sustainability departments are springing up everywhere. The relevant experts in demand for this are trained at the TUM Campus Straubing as bio economists, chemists or engineers with a focus on sustainability. Here, researchers and students focus on renewable resources instead of oil, coal and natural gas. The focus of the scientific work is on research and studies on the cultivation, chemical-material use and energetic utilisation as well as on economic aspects related to the production, marketing and use of renewable raw materials.

For years Straubing has been enjoying the excellent reputation as the “region of renewable resources” far beyond eastern Bavaria. Not only the city itself, but also the county Straubing-Bogen as well as numerous partners from society, politics, industry, and academia have dedicated themselves to sustainability like TUM Campus Straubing.

Agricultural and forestry land throughout the Gäuboden as well as the Bavarian Forest and the port at the Danube facilitate the supply of millions of tons of biomass for commercial use.
In Straubing more and more industrial companies use biobased resources originating from the European Danube area. The region therefore offers excellent prerequisites to master the approaching change in raw materials in the industry. Wood in particular is a key resource of the region which is also considered the sprout of the Bavarian bioeconomy.

In the vicinity TUM Campus Straubing co-operates closely with research and education facilities as well as technical research institutions such as the Technology and Support Centre (TFZ), the Central Agricultural Resources Marketing and Energy Network (C.A.R.M.E.N. e.V.) at KoNaRo – Centre of Excellence for Renewable Resources or the institutional part BioCat of the Fraunhofer Society.

THE IMPORTANT THINGS AT A GLANCE

LIBRARY

The library comprises nine branch libraries, situated at the university’s four locations in Munich, Garching, Weihenstephan and Straubing. It provides researchers, teachers and students with scientific and technical literature and offers information and research facilities.

Over 1.97 million electronic and printed media can be used, including more than 127,000 e-books, 37,000 e-journals and 2,100 subject databases, as well as a textbook collection tailored to the degree programmes. If you have any questions, the staff of the university library will support you with library expertise and advice.

The branch library is situated in the east wing of the former Franciscan monastery. The regular entrance to the library on the Petersgasse 18 is only accessible via stairs. However, we provide a second barrier-free entrance on the Schulgasse.

Take the main entrance to the monastery in the inner courtyard between Schulgasse 20 and 22. In the lobby, turn to your right and follow the signage to the barrier-free entrance. Please, ring the door bell and the library staff will grant you access.

Detailed information about the University Library and its consultation hours, webinars, e-learning materials and other services is available at www.ub.tum.de.

SPORT

We organise a wide range of sports activities from university sports to compensate for your studies or work. The offer is available to all students and employees in Straubing and is primarily oriented towards broad-based sports. Competitive athletes or performance-oriented athletes can participate in the university championships in the university teams of the TUM or in individual sports. The courses are organised centrally and supervised at the external sports facilities by the respective course instructors. The training times and contact details of the course instructors can be found under the individual sports.

SPORTS OFFER:
> Basketball
> Fit at KoNaRo – endurance / strength / mobility
> Soccer
> Dancing (Standard + Latin)
> Hockey
> Volleyball/Beachvolleyball
> Yoga
> External sports facilities (e.g. swimming)
> Cycling
> Running

CONTACT:
TUM-Campus Straubing
University Sports Coordination
Otto Zellmer · Petersgasse 5 · 94315 Straubing
Phone: +49 (0) 9421 187-106
otto.zellmer@tum.de

CANTEEN

The Mensateria of the Studentenwerk Niederbayern/Oberpfalz provides students, staff and guests of the TUM Campus Straubing with food and drinks. The Mensateria is located in the old monastery (map) and has the following opening hours:

Monday – Friday 08:00 – 14:30

The food distribution takes place from 11:00 to 14:00.

In the new building „Nachhaltige Chemie“ at Uferstraße 53 there is a cafeteria.

CONTACT:
Schulgasse 22 · 94315 Straubing
Phone: +49 (0) 9421 187-283

IMPORTANT CONTACTS

TUM Campus Straubing
Study counseling
Petersgasse 5 · 94315 Straubing
Phone: +49 (0) 9421 187-166
studieren.straubing@tum.de

TUM Campus Straubing
Student Council
Schulgasse 22 · 94315 Straubing
fachschaft@cs.tum.de
STUDYING AT THE TUM CAMPUS STRAUBING

If you want to change the world in a sustainable way, the TUM Campus Straubing offers various possibilities for studying. Although all courses of study pursue the goal of qualification in the field of sustainability and bioeconomics, the choice of the course of study can lead to different emphases depending on personal interests.

BACHELOR BIOGENIC MATERIALS

The development and supply of suitable materials is the basic prerequisite for the production of modern structural and functional materials for the most diverse tasks and applications in all industrial, environmental and social sectors. The change in raw materials and the associated change in the material basis cannot be realised without material scientists with reference to biogenic raw materials. The graduates work and shape the further development of existing and the development of new materials. In particular, they are qualified to take a holistic view of current developments in materials research due to the content that goes beyond pure materials science.

MASTER BIOMASS TECHNOLOGY

The Master’s Program Biomass Technology is an interdisciplinary master’s program for qualified students with bachelor’s degrees in natural sciences, engineering and life sciences. It offers the possibility of a broad education in the field of biomass production, use and utilization – from the sustainable production of renewable resources to the technological use and utilization of biomass. The term biomass is understood as the material mass of all living organisms (animals, plants, algae, fungi and bacteria) or parts thereof.

BACHELOR AND MASTER BIOECONOMY

Biobased and bioinspired innovations form the basis for advancing structural change. The potential of innovative products and markets as well as technologies for their implementation on the basis of biological resources are to be harnessed for industry and society. The aim of the course is to train innovative graduates who have an understanding of the complexity of a necessary structural change. By combining topics from micro- and macroeconomics, chemistry, engineering and life sciences with comprehensive knowledge in the field of the efficient and sustainable use of biogenic resources, graduates will have an interdisciplinary understanding and will be able to develop solutions. They are able to adopt regional, national and global perspectives.

BACHELOR AND MASTER CHEMICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

One of the key technologies for making industrial processes more ecological and cost-effective and developing renewable raw materials for industrial use is industrial biotechnology, more appropriately referred to as chemical biotechnology. It uses biochemical, chemical, microbiological and process engineering methods to produce organic basic and fine chemicals using optimized enzymes, cells or microorganisms. The aim of the course is to gain comprehensive knowledge in the field of biotechnological chemical-material conversion processes by combining chemistry, engineering and biosciences (areas of focus: Enzyme Engineering / Metabolic Engineering).

BACHELOR AND MASTER TECHNOLOGY OF BIOGENIC RESOURCES

The importance of biogenic resources in the fields of energetic and material utilization is therefore already undeniable and will increase even further as society takes greater account of sustainability and climate protection. In order to implement the structural change towards a sustainable economy, which is being framed by politics and bioeconomists, engineers and scientists are needed who are familiar with the complex structure of biogenic resources as well as the fundamentals of energy and process engineering. Only in this way, the large potential of biogenic resources can be used to the greatest possible extent. The program Technology of Biogenic Resources aims at training these engineers and scientists.

BACHELOR AND MASTER SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

The interdisciplinary bachelor’s and master’s programs in Sustainable Management and Technology bridge the gap between business and technical areas of enterprise. Additionally, they train the leaders of tomorrow’s sustainable economy to understand and shape entrepreneurial developments and their impact on society and the economy in the necessary depth and complexity.

PLEASE SCAN THE QR-CODE TO RECEIVE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE COURSES OF STUDY:

CONTACT:
TUM Campus Straubing
Study counseling
Petersgasse 5
94315 Straubing
Phone: +49 (0) 9421 187-166
studieren.straubing@tum.de
www.cs.tum.de
STRAUBING

The young university town in Lower Bavaria covers 68 km² and is home to almost 48,000 inhabitants. It is the pulsating heart of the fertile Gäuboden region with 8,000 years of history, where tradition, modernity and innovation are successfully combined. Straubing is connected to Europe via its good road links, the railway station, the Straubing-Wallmühle airfield and the Straubing-Sand port. A wide range of leisure activities, made all the more favourable by the location on the Danube and the immediate proximity of the Bavarian Forest, creates a wonderful balance to your studies.

LIVING

In Straubing, you can pursue not only a first-class course of study and obtain a prestigious degree from the Technical University of Munich, but the young university town also has the edge over the big cities when it comes to living: it’s easier and quicker to find a room or an apartment, meaning that you can start your studies in a more relaxed way and concentrate fully on your course from the very beginning.

OUR MISSION:

We established the Green Office in 2018 to champion sustainability at TUM Campus Straubing, aligning our actions with the planet’s finite resources. We’re here to cultivate eco-conscious habits among students and staff.

OUR JOURNEY:

Our journey began with the formation of the Environmental Working Group in 2016. Inspired by a “Green Offices” workshop in 2017, we launched the Green Office at TUM Campus Straubing with guidance from Tim Strasser, a co-founder of the first Green Office in Maastricht.

WHAT WE DO:

We’re a student-driven hub for sustainability initiatives on campus. Our team, including Adi, Yelya and Tomás, actively coordinates projects, which include Cleaning Days, Sustainable Movie Nights, Workshops and Excursions, Clothing Swap Parties, Repotting actions and many more.

GET INVOLVED:

Join us in making a greener campus! We welcome volunteers to implement projects, and we support your sustainable ideas. Connect with us on WhatsApp.

CONTACT US:

Find us opposite the cafeteria or email us at greenoffice@cs.tum.de. We’re not just an info hub; we’re a think tank for sustainability.

Feel Good, Go Green!
The Green Office

> Facebook groups “TUM – Campus Straubing” or “Studentenwohnungen Straubing” (Student Apartments Straubing)

YOU CAN REGISTER YOUR NEW RESIDENCE AT THE REGISTRATION OFFICE OF THE CITY OF STRAUBING:

Theresienplatz 2 · 94315 Straubing
city hall, middle entrance Seminargasse,
room no. 10
Phone: +49 (0) 9421 944-6022
terminvergabe.straubing.de

You will need your identity card and/or passport as well as a confirmation of residence.
Become a true Straubinger, register your primary residence here and gain a home advantage: as a new Straubinger you will benefit from our extensive welcome package, which can save you more than €120!

**BENEFITS TO YOU**
> €100 in the form of Straubing cheques
> Entry vouchers for public facilities (e.g. Gäubodenmuseum, zoo etc.)
> Voucher for a guided city tour

**HERE’S HOW IT WORKS**
> Register your primary residence at the registration office (Einwohnermeldeamt).
> Fill the online application for your Welcome Kit: survio.com/survey/d/welcomekit
You can apply for the Welcome Kit within one year of registering your primary residence in Straubing.

> Send a copy or picture of the following documents by mail to wifoe@straubing.de:
  - Certificate of enrolment from the Technical University of Munich
  - Confirmation of registration of primary residence
  - Valid ID document

> We will send you a confirmation and schedule an appointment when you can pick up your welcome kit.

> Come to the office of „Wirtschaftsförderung“ at Leihhausgasse 2 with the e-mail confirmation and your ID or passport to pick up your Welcome Kit.

**ANY QUESTIONS?**
At any time by email to wifoe@straubing.de or by phone at +49 (0) 9421 944-61164

---

**MARKETS IN STRAUBING**

The Straubing markets on Ludwigsplatz feature a range of specialist regional traders selling a large selection of fresh specialities and food: fruit, vegetables, fish, game, poultry, bread, cheese, meat and even herbs and flowers. By shopping here you are contributing to the region’s economy and continuing its tradition – subjects that are close to Straubing’s heart.

**GREEN MARKET:**
- Monday - Thursday 08:00 – 13:00
- Friday 08:00 – 17:00
- Saturday 07:00 – 14:00

**VIKTUALIENMARKT:**
- Friday 08:00 – 17:00
- Saturday 08:00 – 14:00
SIGHTS

STRAUBING CITY SQUARE
The late Gothic city tower, Straubing’s 700-year-old landmark, divides the wide street market into Ludwigsplatz and Theresienplatz, with the two Baroque fountains of the city saints St. Jacob and St. Tiburtius.

The splendid, colourfully painted patrician houses around the town square bear witness to the prosperity and artistry of Straubing’s merchants.

Besides the steeply rising warehouse gables, the rococo facades created by the local artist Mathias Obermayr are typical hallmarks of Straubing.

BASILICA OF ST. JACOB
Construction of the three-nave hall church, a “late Gothic masterpiece of church architecture”, began at the end of the 14th century.

The interior decoration of the papal basilica ranges from Gothic to contemporary. Outstanding works include the late gothic/neo-gothic high altar, medieval and early modern funerary monuments and the huge stained glass window cycle, including the “Moses window” designed by Albrecht Dürer.

Pfarrplatz 11a

ST. PETER’S CHURCH
Around 1180, the Augsburg chapter built a three-nave pillar basilica in the old settlement centre of Straubing, which stands on the remains of a Roman fort and Carolingian-Ottonian church buildings.

The walled cemetery with tombs from the 14th to the 19th century is one of the most important and most beautiful cemeteries in the German-speaking world.

Petersgasse 50b

FORMER DUCAL CASTLE
The castle on the Danube dates from 1356 as the Lower Bavarian residence of the Duchy of Straubing-Holland. The princely “Knights’ Hall”, one of the largest in the whole of Germany in the early 15th century, is the perfect backdrop to festive events. Today, the castle houses various authorities as well as the town library and town archives. Every four years, the courtyard of the ducal castle is the setting for the “Agnes Bernauer Festival”.

Schlossplatz

URSULINE CHURCH
In 1691 the Order of the Ursulines founded an educational institute for girls in Straubing. Between 1736 and 1741, the famous brothers Cosmas Damian and Egid Quirin Asam created the monastery church as their last joint work, which shows the transition from baroque to rococo in a unique harmony of architecture, sculpture and painting.

Burggasse 40
Straubing offers a wide range of sports and leisure activities as well as cultural facilities all year round. As a student at the TUM Campus Straubing, you will also receive discounts almost everywhere upon presentation of your student ID!

**SPORT**

- Beach volleyball on the city beach
- Bouldering in the old brickworks, the largest bouldering hall in Lower Bavaria, on over 1,000 m² of climbing space
- Bowling and skittles:
  - Liberty Center
  - Krugerland
  - Bowling alley at Peterswöhrd
- Ice skating at the ice rink
- AQUAtherm adventure pool with indoor and outdoor area, swimmers’ and warm water pools
- Golf: 18-hole golf course
  - Kirchroth: Golf-Club-Straubing Stadt und Land e.V.
  - Fruehstorf: Golfclub Gauoboden e.V.
- Canoeing and paddleboarding on the Danube and the bathing lakes:
  - Straubinger Canoe Club e.V.
  - Straubinger Rowing Club of 1881 e.V.
- SWITCH Boarderhop
- Karting on the outdoor race track (almost 1km long!) with state-of-the-art rental karts
- Climbing gym of the German Alpine Club
- Cycling in the city area and on long-distance cycle routes:
  - Donaube Cycle Path: 434 km from Donaueschingen to Budapest
  - Tour de Baroque: 285 km from Neumarkt (Oberpfalz) to Passau
  - Via Danubia: 220 km from Bad Gögging to Passau
  - Labertal cycle route: 42 km from Neufahrm to Straubing
  - Große Laber cycle route: 83 km from the district of Kelheim to Straubing
- Ski, snowboard and cross-country skiing in the district of Straubing-Bogen with 14 ski lifts on floodlit ski runs and 180 km of cross-country skiing trails

**Top-class sport to cheer along to:**
- Straubing Tigers – Ice hockey/DEL
- Straubing Spiders – American Football/ GFL
- Boxclub Straubing – 1st Federal League
- „Trimm-Dich“ fitness facility in the city park with 20 marked exercise areas on a circular route approx. 4 km long
- Water skiing and wakeboarding on the longest cable car in the world (1,200 m circuit) at Lake Friedenhain in Parkstetten
LEISURE

> Bathing lakes:
  · Parkstetten – Steinach – Kirchroth recreation area
  · Atting natural swimming pond

> BlueBrix Wunderwelten with miniature model railways, virtual rollercoaster and 5D cinema

> Citydom Cinema with eight screens

> Laser tag arena on three levels

> Mini golf:
  · Krugerland
  · Liberty Center
  · Schützenhaus am Hagen

> Eastern Bavaria’s largest zoo with approx. 200 animal species over 18 hectares

> Parks:
  · Alfred Dick Park, former site of the regional garden show (LaGa)
  · Sorviodorum roman park with stone monuments from the Roman history of Straubing
  · City park from Regensburger Straße to Frauenbrünndl church and out to the zoo

> Sightseeing flights over Straubing and the Straubing-Bogen district from the Straubing-Wallmühlle airfield

> Boat trip on the Danube from Regensburg to Passau

> Harness racing track with about 20 racing days per year

> Hiking:
  · Circular route no. 6: 8 km Straubing-Gstütt-Sossau
  · Linear route no. 2: 13 km Straubing-Kirchroth-Obermiethnach
  · Baierweg: 160 km from Straubing to Furth im Wald
  · Danube panorama trail: 220 km along the Danube from Neustadt to Passau
  · VIA NOVA European pilgrimage route: 205 km from Bogenberg to Weltenburg

CULTURE

> AnstattTheater in the Alter Schlachthof

> Art galleries:
  · Dürbeck gallery
  · Gallery in the Weytterturm
  · Municipal Gallery Halle II
  · forum14projekte

> Gäubodenmuseum with Roman treasure, one of the most important Roman finds in Germany

> Paul-Theater in Burggasse

> Theatre Am Hagen

FOR MORE ABOUT SPORT, LEISURE AND CULTURE:
ANNUAL EVENTS

PUPPET FESTIVAL (MARCH)
Internationally renowned puppeteers present their latest productions relating great works of world literature and social events.

SCHRANNENMARKT (APRIL/SEPTEMBER)
The shopping experience at the market on the town square for promoting ecology, local customs and tradition offers visitors seasonal specialties from farmers selling vegetables, fruit and meat from the region as well as handicrafts.

SLEEPLESS (MAY)
Once a year, the city centre remains “sleepless”: the night of culture and shopping beckons for a limitless shopping and cultural experience until 11:00 p.m.

HERZOGSTADTLAUF (MAY)
The Straubinger Herzogstadtlauf is one of the biggest running events in Eastern Bavaria with over 5,000 participants. From the children’s run through the 5k and 10k distances up to the highlights of the half marathon and 40 km team run, there is something for all sports enthusiasts.

AGNES BERNAUER FESTIVAL (JUNE/JULY – EVERY FOUR YEARS)
Around 200 amateur actors captivatingly bring to life the story of Agnes Bernauer and Duke Albrecht III, a story of great love, politics and family drama, in the inner courtyard of the ducal palace.

CLASSICAL MUSIC ON THE DANUBE (JULY)
At the annual music festival, fans of classical music are treated to a very special performance by renowned orchestras in the Joseph von Fraunhofer Hall.

RIVERTONE – JAZZ IN STRAUBING (JULY)
At Rivertone, visitors to the Am Hagen festival tent can look forward to top-class jazz, funk and soul from successful international artists.

GÄUBODENVOLKSFEST (AUGUST)
The Straubinger Gäubodenvolksfest is considered the second largest folk festival in Bavaria with 1.4 million visitors annually. 100,000 square metres of amusement park, seven festival halls and more than 100 bands attract visitors from all over the world during the eleven days of the festival.

OSTBAYERNSCHAU (AUGUST)
In parallel to the Gäubodenvolksfest, the Ostbayernschau invites you to a special shopping experience in 17 halls with 750 exhibitors. Admission is free of charge.

BLUVAL – INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL (SEPTEMBER)
Over a period of five weeks, a wide variety of ensembles entertain throughout the Straubing region, presenting music mainly made by wind instruments from the classical, jazz and traditional genres.

OLD TOWN FESTIVAL (SEPTEMBER)
At Peterswöhrd in the immediate vicinity of the campus, the cozy Altstadtfest (Old Town Festival) takes place every year with traditional music, refreshing local beer and delicious Bavarian specialties.

ARTISAN MARKET (SEPTEMBER)
The focus of the arts and crafts market in the Technology and Start-up Centre at the port of Straubing-Sand is on high-quality arts and crafts. Here you can buy very special, unique handmade pieces.

CHRISTMAS MARKET (NOVEMBER/DECEMBER)
There is Christmas magic in the air when more than 30 exhibitors offer exquisite delicacies and treasures of handicraft in 24 beautifully decorated huts on Theresienplatz.

LEARN MORE ABOUT EVENTS IN STRAUBING:
Straubing is a city of short distances with a well-developed cycling network. This means that you can get to all areas of the city quickly and safely by bike. Otherwise, a comprehensive city bus service and shared taxis for journeys outside the city bus timetable mean you can always get around.

**YOUTH TAXI**

The Stadtjugendring’s youth taxi means that you, too, can afford private taxi rides: with the vouchers – available at the Stadtwerke and the Stadtjugendring – you only pay half price. This offer is valid for people up to and including the age of 26.